
Quamichan Grade 8 Humanities Novel Study:  

Outsiders by S.E Hinton 

Week 2:  April 15th - 21st  

 

The novel ‘Outsiders’ can be accessed at: 

• ESL Bits - Outsiders (good for your laptop, MAC or PC) 

• The Audible App (good for your phone or tablet) 
o Select the American Flag (not Canadian flag) 
o username: quamichanaudio@gmail.com 

password: quambooks 

 

Assignment Instructions:  Students will read/listen to Chapter 2 of the Outsiders 

novel and complete the Chapter 2 response assignment below: 

 

The Outsiders, Chapter 2 

Answer the following questions in Complete Sentences: 

 

1. What does Dally do to the girls in front of him at the drive-in movie? 

 

2. Describe how the girls react to Dally. 

 

3. Explain two of the rules the Greasers follow. 

 

4. How does Ponyboy explain that difference between a ‘gang’ and a ‘pack’? 

 

 

 

http://esl-bits.net/ESL.English.Learning.Audiobooks/Outsiders/preview.html
mailto:quamichanaudio@gmail.com
mailto:quamichanaudio@gmail.com


 

5. In the Table below, list three main characteristics for each category. 

 

Greasers Socs 

  

  

  

 

6. Choose and define 4 of the following vocabulary terms from Chapter 2 and 

add them to the ‘vocabulary’ page that you started last week: 

 

hastily (adjective)                     

incredulous (adjective)                           

nonchalantly (adverb)               

stricken (adjective)               

abiding (verb)        

digested (verb)       

 

7. Continue to fill out the Character Analysis sheet (from last week) for the 

characters you are getting to know in Chapter 2.  

 

Extension Activity - These are optional activities for students:  

• Choose 3-5 quotes from chapter 2.  When selecting a quote it should have 

meaning and significance to you, these usually make you stop and think as 

you are reading.  Now analyze the quote, explain why the quote is 

significant. 

 

• Create a cartoon strip using some of the characters in the book for 4 scenes.  

Include character dialogue that reflects character personality. 



 

• Write a recipe or set of directions for how you would solve a problem in 

your life and another recipe for how a main character in the book would 

solve a problem.  The recipes should help us know you and character better. 


